
TinkerCad tutorial two - how to make 3D printable animal 

UCI/CHS workshop 



Here are some visual images for your reference, and to give you some ideas and inspiration. Or go 
online and Google some ideas. 
 
The method to construct the model is similar to building a Mr. Potato Head, with simple primitive 
shapes and available parts, and putting them together.  
 



This Pinkguin will be the base of our tutorial in how to construct a simple shaped animal. 
With the technique utilized, we can make all sorts of animals in different colors.  



1- Click on this shared Tinkercad link below to use as a starter and with an Amiibo stand:  
Base template 
 
The base stand is to ensure printability, and so that it doesn’t tip over during printing. 

https://www.tinkercad.com/things/3unvfdvRNgL-base-template/edit?sharecode=eJYomE3iWw_xCQ5_0XxzRKm-ZytNICMRZnQJSMRSlR8=


2- Start with a sphere as the base of the body, use the scale tool to scale Y-axis to make into 
an oval shape.  



3- Start with a sphere as the base of the body, use the scale tool to scale Y-axis to make into 
an oval shape.  



4- Click the color dot to change the color of the selected object. 



5- Either create a new sphere, or we can duplicate the existing shape for the arm/leg that’s 
already in the oval shape. 



6- Either create a new sphere, or we can duplicate the existing shape for the arm/leg that’s 
already in the oval shape. 



7- Either create a new sphere, or we can duplicate the existing shape for the arm/leg that’s 
already in the oval shape. 



8- Duplicate the arm and use it as the leg, and duplicate it again and flip/rotate for the 
other side. 



9- To the right panel under Basic Shapes, select Characters in the tab. Here, you will have all 
sorts of props and pre-made models for you to use.  



10- Here, you will have all sorts of props and pre-made models for you to use, and can 
change the color as well. 



11- Duplicate the body piece and scale it smaller, change the color to white. 



12- Create a white sphere, scale on the y-axis to make it in oval shape. This shape will begin 
the process to constructing the eye.  



13- Duplicate the same shape and scale it smaller, and change the color to black for 
the iris.  



14- With both white and black shapes select, click duplicate, move over to the other 
side. 



15- Create a cone shape for the nose, and position it correctly.  



16- Browse through all panels to the right to accessorize you animal, personalize them.  



Have fun and go wild! But also think about printability.  
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